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The fast buildup of the small cube covered
hopper fleet to meet the needs of North
Americas oil exploration boom started
during the last recession. Pulled into
immediate service were off lease cars last
in cement service that had been idled when
the need for cement disappeared during
the housing bust. Currently the small cube
covered hopper fleet is considered over
built by some with significant numbers of
cars in storage.
OK! Yes, there are a lot of small cube
covered hoppers in storage. That being
said, it is also the winter and means
freezing weather. It is tough to drill oil wells
in the middle of nowhere when it is beyond
bitterly cold. The majority of the quarry’s
that extract the fine sand for fracking shut
down in the winter. Work with concrete and
its major component cement tapper off
significantly in the winter. As a result of the
prolonged oil glut the number of rigs drilling
is down 60% and dropping. Some of this
storage is seasonal and some of this is a
result of the oil issue.
So where is the light?
On December 4, 2015, President Barack
Obama signed the Fixing America’s

Surface Transportation (FAST) Act, a fiveyear federal transportation bill, into law. The
FAST Act authorizes $305 billion in funding
for federal surface transportation programs
for fiscal year (FY) 2016 through FY 2020
and provides funding to improve highways,
bridges and transit systems.
If you dig into the bill you will see that while
transit is included in the bill the lion share of
the funding slightly over $250 Billion is
highway related. Highways whether made of
cement or asphalt require significant amounts
of aggregates and rail is a key part of
aggregates transportation. Look at the
aggregates fleet and you will see a lot of
older cars at or very near retirement age.
While it is likely that older cars will be
repaired to bridge the gap, new cars will be
needed.
Cement and course sand are key
components of the cement for highway and
bridge construction and replacement. The
slow recovery of the U.S economy from the
last recession and fast turn times on the
railroads have allowed the cement and
construction sand companies that use rail to
bump along with smaller fleets. They had to
(Continued on page 2)

Zapped
No one in this modern age likes to be
vulnerable. We constantly monitor the
news, we network to keep in tune with the
marketplace and often we are blindsided
by an event that was beyond the scope of
our thinking. On December 30th what
sounded like a bomb hit the street across
from my home. Lucky for me it was a
lightning strike that did not hit my house
full of family that was in for the holidays.
Like most Boy Scouts I was prepared for a
power surge with surge protectors on
everything that I thought might be
impacted by just such an event.

Unfortunately, I was not prepared for
the lightning to sneak past my
defenses via a coaxial cable. As it
turned out I was totally vulnerable to
a surge coming up the cable.
I was told that lightning takes the
course of least resistance and after it
blew out the cable boxes and smart
TV, it got into the regular house
wiring. During its escapades through
the house it selectively took out took
the stove, a printer, a garage door
opener, and it fused the plug on the
washing machine to the outlet plug. It

avoided anything that was on a surge
protector that was not connected to a
cable.
The overall impact of this vulnerability
was pretty small for me but a neighbor
friend who works from home had his
computer files toasted. We closed up
that gap in our security with a high
quality surge protector that has ports
for the cable to be surge protected as
well. You might consider reducing your
vulnerability to this kind of risk as a
positive start to 2016.
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because virtually every small cube car in production was
going into Frac sand service. Adding any kind of upside in
cement and construction sand orders will strain the cement
and sand shippers’ capacity to deliver without adding
additional cars to haul these products. The length of the
new highway bill allows for companies to look seriously at
longer term leasing of cars. Cars idled in Frac sand service
can easily move into both cement and construction sand
service. Typically construction sand moves short distances
by rail and older cars that can act as rolling warehouses for
this low value high volume commodity hit a good lease
price point that new cars might struggle to reach over a
longer term.
Don’t forget the wood. Highway and bridge construction
uses huge amounts of plywood and dimensional lumber for
forms, supports and railings. Creative term leasing of
privately marked boxcars can stage needed quantities of
key items at a readily accessible distribution point without
the negatives of demurrage charges.

Yes! There is a light at the end of the tunnel and it is a train
carrying cement, sand lumber and asphalt to support
highway infrastructure projects across the U.S. Having all
that road construction it is a good thing they are adding
funds for transit as you really do not want to be on the
highway if you have a better alternative.
Unfortunately in the Atlanta Metro area we have no
alternatives to highways. The highway and infrastructure
planning is in the hands of the good old boy Government
and highway department that narrow mindedly thinks that
the solution to road congestion is adding additional fly over
toll lanes of the existing 12 lanes to ease traffic. Adding
buses is their alterative to carry the masses. This is their
solution to traffic growth when existing parallel rail lines are
within a mile or few of the major highways. Rail lines that
once created the towns could also reinvigorate communities
while taking the strain off of the highways. I am so glad that
modern technology has allowed me the benefit to work in a
home office.
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